. The proposed method segments scenes into layers (left in each pair) and estimates the flow (right) over several frames.
Introduction
The segmentation of scenes into regions of coherent structure and the estimation of image motion are fundamental problems in computer vision which are often treated separately. When available, motion provides an important cue for identifying the surfaces in a scene and for differentiating image texture from physical structure. This paper addresses the principled combination of motion segmentation and static scene segmentation. We do so by introducing a new layered model of moving scenes in which the layer segmentations enable the integration of motion over time. This results in improved optical flow estimates, disambiguation of local depth orderings, and correct interpretation of occlusion boundaries. To solve the challenging inference problem we introduce a new mixed continuous and discrete optimization method that solves for the number of layers and their depth ordering. The resulting method achieves state-of-the-art results in both video segmentation and optical flow estimation ( Figure 1 ).
Layered models offer an elegant approach to motion segmentation and have many advantages. A typical scene consists of very few moving objects and representing each moving object by a layer allows the motion of each layer to be described more simply [31] . Such a representation can explicitly model the occlusion relationships between layers making the detection of occlusion boundaries possible. Unfortunately, current layered motion models have not shown convincing layer segmentation results on challenging realworld sequences.
One key issue is that the layer-structure inference problem is difficult to optimize. Most methods adopt an expectation maximization (EM) style algorithm that is susceptible to local optima. For example, in [27] we propose a generative layered model that combines mixture models with state-of-the-art static image segmentation models [25] . This Layers++ method estimates image motion very accurately as measured by the Middlebury optical flow benchmark [1] . Figure 2 . A failure case for the Layers++ method [27] . Left to right: first image in a pair (arrows show motion direction and their length indicates motion magnitude); initial flow estimate, color coded as in [1] ; segmentation by Layers++; segmentation with our proposed nLayers method, which automatically determines the number of layers, their depth ordering, and is able to make large changes to the initial flow field to reach a good solution. On the far right is a color key for the ordering of depth layers (blue is close and red is far).
However, our gradient-based inference algorithm is susceptible to local optima, resulting in errors in the estimated scene structure and flow field, as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Overcoming such limitations requires an optimization method that can make large changes to the solution at a single step, a task more suitable for discrete optimization. Hence we propose a discrete layered model based on a sequence of ordered Markov random fields (MRFs). This model, unlike standard Ising/Potts MRFs, cannot be directly solved by "off-the-shelf" optimizers, such as graph cuts. Therefore we develop a sequence of non-standard moves that can simultaneously change the states of several binary MRFs. We also embed continuous flow estimation into the discrete framework to adapt the state space to estimate subpixel motion. The resultant discrete-continuous scheme enables us to infer the number of layers and their depth ordering automatically for a sequence.
We evaluate our layer segmentation using the MIT human-assisted motion annotation dataset [18] . Our method produces semantically more meaningful segmentations that are also quantitatively more consistent with human labeled ground truth than the continuous-only Layers++ method. With a reliable layer segmentation and the relative depth ordering obtained with the discrete method, we initialize the more precise Layers++ continuous model of optical flow. The discrete-continuous approach gives a concrete improvement over a purely continuous optimization that can easily become trapped in local optima.
Like many approaches, our previous work [27] considers optical flow between only two frames. Unfortunately, with only two frames, depth ordering at occlusion boundaries is fundamentally ambiguous [7] . Critically, our approach is formulated to estimate optical flow over time. By estimating layer segmentations over three or more frames we obtain a reliable depth ordering of the layers and more accurate motion estimates. At the time of writing, the proposed method is ranked first in AAE and fourth in EPE on the Middlebury optical flow benchmark.
In summary, our contributions include a) formulating a discrete layered model based on a sequence of ordered Ising MRFs and devising a set of non-standard moves to optimize it; b) formulating methods for automatically determining the number of layers and their depth ordering for a given sequence; c) concretely improving layer segmentation on a set of real-world sequences; d) demonstrating the benefits of using more frames for optical flow estimation on the Middlebury optical flow benchmark.
Previous Work
Layered optical flow. Most layered approaches assume a parametric motion for each layer [11, 13, 16, 31] which is too restrictive to capture the motion of natural scenes. Weiss [32] addresses this by allowing smooth motions in the layers. In [27] we extend this to impose global coherence via an affine motion field while modeling local non-smooth deformation from affine with a robust MRF. Both methods adopt continuous optimization methods that do not reason about the number or ordering of layers.
Like us, Jepson et al. [12] decompose a scene into overlapping layers, reasoning about the number of layers, and determining the depth order. While their method models layer support with parametric regions we allow much more varied layers. Weiss and Adelson [33] incorporate static image cues into the layered segmentation and estimate the number of layers under fairly weak assumptions. Torr et al. [28] use a Bayesian decision making framework to determine the number of approximately planar layers but do not infer the depth ordering. Our depth ordering formulation is similar to flexible sprites [13] and their extensions [16] , but we use more flexible motion models.
Occlusion. Reasoning about occlusion in image sequences dates to the mid 1970's and early 1980's; a full review is beyond our scope. Early authors (e.g. [21] ) note that occlusion boundaries move with the occluding surface but the first explicit statement that this requires three frames to compute seems to be by Darrell and Fleet [7] . We illustrate this in Figure 3 because we can not find a clear description in the literature.
This simple fact is a key reason why two-frame optical flow estimation is fundamentally limited. In a layered model, inferring the wrong depth order results in significant errors at motion boundaries. The idea of using three or more frames has been embodied in recent methods for computing motion boundaries and depth order [3, 8] but appears missing from recent dense flow estimation methods.
Estimating flow over time. Again, estimation of flow over time has a long history [2, 20] yet few methods have demonstrated improved accuracy through temporal consistency of flow. Volz et al. [29] recently propose a multiframe optical flow method that shows improvement using 5 frames over their 2-frame baseline. However their 5-frame method is still less accurate than the top performing 2-frame methods [27, 37] . We argue that, while flow fields are not always temporally consistent, the scene structure represented by a layered segmentation is. Segmentation and optimization. Ising/Potts MRFs are popular for layer segmentation [35, 36] because of the availability of efficient optimizers. Unfortunately they assign low probability to typical segmentations of natural scenes [19] and do not capture the relationship between layers, such as occlusion. Sudderth and Jordan [25] develop a segmentation model based on thresholded Gaussian processes (similar to level set methods) and obtain realistic segmentations of static scenes. In [27] we exploit this model for image sequences using continuous support functions. Here we formulate a novel discrete version using a sequence of ordered Ising MRFs and develop non-standard moves to optimize it. The motion competition framework [5, 6] uses level sets to model the scene segmentation in a variational setting, but does not address occlusion reasoning.
It is common to alternate optimization between segmentation and motion estimation [23, 27, 32] . However, previous methods change the flow and segmentation separately, while we argue that they must be coupled. An object may appear in the wrong layer but with the correct motion. Consequently one must change the motion and layer segmentation simultaneously to avoid local optima.
Discrete optimization techniques, such as belief propagation [15] and graph cuts [4, 14] , have been used in singlelayer robust optical flow formulations [17, 24] . Particularly, Lempitsky et al. [17] fuse a large set of candidate flow fields to minimize a robust energy function. These methods can reach good local optima but tend to produce large errors in Figure 4 . Left to right: support functions for the first (front) and second layers, visibility mask for the second layer, and the layer segmentation. Top: frame t; bottom: frame t + 1. The "bird" layer is in front of and occludes the second "apple" layer; Bottom row: The binary support functions at time t + 1 are temporally consistent with those at time t according to the flow field for each layer, resulting in temporally consistent layer segmentation. The two support functions jointly determine the layer segmentation. occlusion regions. This can partly be remedied by explicit occlusion detection and post processing [37] . In contrast, we exploit the layered model to explicitly model the occlusion process during continuous flow refinement. Graph cuts have also been used for segmentation and tracking. For example Kumar et al. [16] alternate the optimization of motion and segmentation and use affine motion models for each layer. Additionally, Wang et al. [30] require the manual segmentation of objects in the first frame and use parametric motion models.
The power of layered models is as much about segmentation as motion estimation, and we thus compare to a contemporary graph-based [9] video segmentation method. A complete review of video segmentation is beyond our scope.
Models and Inference
We first define a discrete generative layered model based on an ordered sequence of binary, Ising MRFs. We then introduce a family of "cooperative" discrete optimization moves, as well as methods to determine the number of layers and their depth ordering.
A Discrete Layered Model for Optical Flow
Consider an image sequence presumed to have K depthordered motion layers. In our previous work, we model the spatial support of these layers by thresholding a sequence of smooth, continuous layer support functions [27] . Unfortunately, our previous gradient-based inference scheme is susceptible to local optima, especially in determining the scene segmentation and depth ordering.
In contrast to gradient-based methods, discrete optimization methods like graph cuts [4, 14] can substantially change the configuration of the solution in a single move. To exploit such methods we need a discrete (approximate) formulation of the layered flow estimation problem. The
overall energy function is given by Eq. (1) in which u tk , v tk are flow fields for each of the K layers at time t, and g tk are binary support functions for the first K − 1 layers (in contrast to the smooth support functions in [27] ). We also associate every layer with an affine motion field u θ tk , v θ tk parameterized by θ tk ; we motivate this choice shortly. As shown in Figure 4 , we can determine binary visibility masks s tk for each layer from g tk by sequentially multiplying the support functions and their complements.
where p = (i, j) denotes a pixel at frame t. The visibility masks provide a segmentation of the scene into layers. Given the visibility mask, the occlusion reasoning (data likelihood term) is the same as in [27] 
where q = (i + u p tk , j + v p tk ) denotes the corresponding pixel at frame t + 1, and ρ is a robust penalty function. Temporal consistency of the support functions, as aligned by the inferred flow field, is encouraged by an Ising MRF:
For non-integer flow vectors, sub-pixel interpolation introduces high-order temporal terms. We round these flow vectors to obtain an approximation with only pairwise terms. As shown in Figure 4 , these temporally consistent support functions ensure the layer structures persist over time.
We capture the spatial coherence of the binary support functions by a conditional Ising MRF with weights determined by image color differences:
Here the weight is defined as in the continuous formulation [27] . These spatially coherent support functions ensure the scene segmentation is spatially coherent and respects the local image evidence. Note that the visibility term in Eq. (2) implies high-order interaction terms among several layer-specific spatio-temporal Ising MRFs.
We (6) where the unary term encourages the flow field of each layer to be close to its affine flow (with weight λ aff ), and the affine motion is computed as in [27] . Note that this semiparametric model still allows deviation from the affine motion and is more flexible than parametric models. In automatically determining the number of layers, there is an important balance between Equations (5) and (6): the former penalizes support discontinuities, while the latter favors additional layers so that each layer's flow is closer to affine.
"Cooperative" Discrete Optimization Moves
Optimization of Equation (1) is challenging. A common strategy is to alternate the optimization of the support functions and the flow fields for each individual layer. Unfortunately, this approach is susceptible to local optima (see Figure 2 ). We thus develop optimization moves that can simultaneously change the flow fields and segmentation.
The standard moves of graph cuts are not directly applicable to the discrete model, because of the high-order interaction terms in the data term. We therefore define a set of "cooperative" moves that can a) change a group of pixels to be visible at a particular layer while also selecting their flow fields; b) change a group of pixels to be visible at a particular layer; c) select the flow fields of a particular layer from a candidate set. Each move solves a binary problem via the QPBO algorithm [10, 14] , where the auxiliary binary variable, b, encodes the states of several model variables. Next we explain the most complicated simultaneous segmentation and flow move and provide the details of other moves in the Supplemental Material.
Simultaneous segmentation and flow move. Sometimes a region may be assigned to a wrong layer with the correct motion. To escape this local optimum, we typically need to simultaneously change the segmentation and flow fields.
Consider a pixel p in frame t, for which layer k is currently visible. We define a binary decision variable b ). This segmentation and flow move involves many terms from the overall model, which depend on the binary decision variables as summarized in Eq. (7). The choice of b p t influences the flow vector at pixel p, and thus determines which of two candidate pixels it is linked to at the next frame. When b p t = 0, the temporal neighbors are (8) and the corresponding potential function will only "fire" when b
which incorporates both the data and temporal terms for the K − 1 support functions. We evaluate the warped image I 
The unary term can be obtained from Eq. (6) as
Visibility move. Given the current flow estimate, we decide whether to make a pixel p visible for the selected layer k by modifying the previous layer support g old . When b Flow selection move and continuous refinement. Given the current layer assignment, the pixel of each layer can retain its current motion or take the motion of the affine mean flow field. This is a binary segmentation problem similar to the FusionFlow [17] work. The main difference is that our model uses the segmentation information to handle occlusions. After this step, we refine the output flow field by continuous optimization [26] to adaptively change the candidate flow fields for the discrete optimization.
Layer Number Determination and Depth Order Reasoning
We initialize with an upper bound on the number of layers. During optimization, when a layer has no visible pixels associated with it, we remove it from the solution. The new solution can equally explain the image data, pays no penalty for the removed layer, and so has lower energy. Inferring the depth ordering of layers requires testing all the possible combinations and is computationally prohibitive. We instead use heuristics to reduce the search space. We first order the layers from fast to slow by their average motion. We then perform the moves above to estimate the support functions and the flow fields in both the fast-to-slow and the slow-to-fast ordering. The ordering with the lower energy is further refined as follows. For each pair of neighboring layers, we propose to switch their ordering, and optimize their visibility mask and support functions. If the new solution has a lower energy than its previous one, we accept this new depth ordering and proceed to other pairs (see Supplemental Material for the detailed algorithm). In practice, we find that this local greedy search scheme is fairly robust.
Experimental Results
We evaluate the proposed layered model on both motion estimation and layer segmentation tasks. Throughout this section, the proposed method is called nLayers, since it can automatically determine the number of layers. Layers++ refers to the continuous method developed in [27] which uses a fixed number of 3 layers. For layer segmentation, we also compare our method to a state-of-the-art, hierarchical graph-based video segmentation algorithm [9] , referred to Figure 5 . Occlusion reasoning using frames 2 and 3 (e-f) is hard (detail from Urban3); enforcing temporal coherence of the support functions using 4 frames significantly reduces the errors in both the flow field and the segmentation (g-h). The flow field is from frame 2 to frame 3 and the segmentation is for frame 2.
as HGVS in the comparison below. HGVS uses the output from a recent optical flow estimation method [34] . Implementation details and parameter settings. We start with the single-layered output from "Classic+NL" [26] and cluster the flow field into 10 layers. We then run the discrete method to estimate the scene structure and the flow fields to initialize the more precise continuous layered model. It takes nLayers about 10 hours in total to compute three forward and three backward flow fields from the fourframe 640 × 480 "Urban" sequence in MATLAB with a C++ mexed QPBO solver. It takes Layers++ about 5 hours to compute one forward and one backward flow field from two frames. HGVS uses ten frames, or all the frames if a sequence has fewer than ten frames. HGVS has three different outputs for the same video. We show the segmentation results produced at 90 percent of highest hierarchy level, because it gives the best visual and numeric results.
Motion Estimation
We use the Middlebury optical flow benchmark to evaluate the motion estimation results. We manually set λ aff = 0.3, λ b = 80, and λ c = 10 for the discrete model, use the provided values for the other parameters from [27] , and fix them for all the motion estimation experiments. We set all the robust functions to be the generalized Charbonnier penalty function ρ(x) = (x 2 + 2 ) a with = 0.001 and a = 0.45 [26] .
Results on the Middlebury training set are shown in Table 1. Changing from 2 to 4 frames improves results for the Layers++ model supporting our hypothesis that longer sequences are important. More improvement comes from using a discrete model to obtain a good segmentation of the scene and then use the inferred structure for flow estimation (nLayers, 4 frames). Figure 5 shows a case where using 4 frames resolves ambiguity in the layer assignment and reduces errors in the estimated motion.
On the test set, nLayers obtains EPE similar to Layers++ but better AAE, as shown in Table 2 . At the time of writing (April 2012), nLayers is ranked first in AAE and fourth in EPE (see Supplemental Material for the screen shot). AAE measures the angle between the estimated motion vector and the ground truth and EPE is the Euclidean difference between the two. The results suggest that nLayers estimates motion directions more accurately. Figure 6 shows the estimated segmentation and flow fields on some test sequences. Nearly all the major structures of "Urban" are correctly recovered, resulting in the best boundary EPE and AAE performance. The higher overall error results from the bottom left building. A major part of the building moves out of the image boundary and has no data term to estimate the motion. nLayers uses the affine model to interpolate the motion of the outof-boundary pixels, but the building's motion violates the affine assumption.
Layer Segmentation
The Middlebury dataset does not have motion segmentation ground truth and so we use the MIT human annotated dataset [18] to evaluate segmentation performance. Segmentation accuracy is computed using the RandIndex measure [22] (larger is better). Because the MIT dataset is different in nature from the Middlebury dataset and has more rigidly moving, distant objects, we use a larger weight on the affine unary term as λ aff = 1, and λ c = 3 for the dis- Figure 6 . Estimated flow fields and scene structure on some Middlebury test sequences. Top: the proposed nLayers method separates the claw of the frog from the background and recovers the fine flow structure. Middle: nLayers separates the foreground figures of "Mequon" from the background and produces sharp motion boundaries; However, the non-rigid motion of the cloth violates the layered assumption and causes errors in estimated flow fields. Bottom: by correctly recovering the scene structure, nLayers achieves the lowest motion boundary errors on the "Urban" sequence; a part of the building in the bottom left corner moves out of the image boundary and its motion is predicted by the affine model. However the building's motion violates the affine assumption, resulting in errors in the estimated motion.
crete model while keeping the other parameters unchanged. Table 3 summarizes the RandIndex measure on all the 9 sequences. On several sequences, nLayers (default: 10 layers and 4 frames) outperforms Layers++ by a large margin. A bootstrap significance test is used between the nLayers and other methods. Small p values suggest that the improvement by nLayers is significant. nLayers with the maximum number of layers being 8 or 12 produces results similar to the baseline 10-layer model suggesting the method is not highly sensitive to the maximum number of layers. nLayers with only 2 frames is more accurate than the 2-frame Layers++ method, demonstrating the benefits of discrete optimization. The improvement with 4 frames over 2 frames shows the benefits of using more frames to recover scene structure. Also note that the performance of Layers++ drops with the number of layers used because its local inference scheme has to deal with more local optima as the number of layers increases. Figure 7 shows some segmentation results. On "table", the layer segmentation by nLayers roughly matches the structure of the scene and is close to the human labeled ground truth. Although HGVS uses optical flow, it tends to merge foreground objects and background when their appearance is similar. nLayers tends to fail when motion cues are weak, such as the "phone" sequence.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have formulated a discrete layered model based on a sequence of ordered Ising MRFs and developed nonstandard moves to optimize the model. In particular, our moves can simultaneously change the layer assignment together with the flow field, which helps avoid local optima common to schemes that alternate between optimizing flow and segmentation. The discrete optimizer enables us to adapt the number of layers to each sequence and decide their depth ordering automatically. Our method produces meaningful segmentations on the Middlebury and the MIT datasets, and achieves better quantitative results w.r.t. the human labeled ground truth than a corresponding continuous model. Our flow estimation results show the benefits of using more frames and discrete optimization to resolve depth-ordering ambiguities. Our work advances the state of the art in layered motion modeling and suggests that layered models can provide a rich and flexible representation of complex scenes. Figure 7 . MIT dataset. Left to right first frame, segmentation results by HGVS [9] , Layers++ [27] , nLayers, and human labeled ground truth. Top to bottom: "dog", "table", and "phone". On "dog" and "table", the segmentation results by nLayers are close to the human labeled ground truth. Motion cues in the "phone" sequence are weak, causing problem to nLayers. See Supplemental Material for more. 
